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The ultimate storage solution easily attaches to your factory sun visors.

G.E.A.R. MOLLE VISOR COVER

Keep all your small tools and registration information within easy reach with the Smittybilt G.E.A.R. MOLLE Visor Cover. Each cover is made from 600 denier polyester, slides easily on to your sun visor and transforms unused space into a handy storage area. A new member of Smittybilt’s G.E.A.R. family of accessories, this convenient organizer can hold pens, sunglasses, mini-flashlights or other small tools. MOLLE webbing will not come loose under the harshest off-road conditions. The visor cover also features a clear window to hold your license or registration, one side pocket and a VELCRO® flap to access the factory visor mirror.

FEATURES:
• Manufactured from 600 denier polyester
• Easy, slip-on installation to most factory sun visors
• Utilizes MOLLE modular attachment system
• Black-and-tan color combination popular with overlanding and military enthusiasts
• 4.5” x 9” window for factory visor mirror
• Clear pocket for registration and license
• Attach pens, sunglasses, tools, small flashlights or mini repair kits
• Adjustable straps can be pulled out and reconfigured to fit larger items, such as phones
• Visor cover only - accessories not included

G.E.A.R. MOLLE BAG KIT

Smittybilt has the ultimate organizing solution with their new MOLLE Bag Kit, a set of five sturdy bags that provides a flexible and convenient way to store all your day-to-day accessories and trail necessities. Part of Smittybilt’s G.E.A.R. series of seat covers and accessories, these bags feature PALS-style webbing and are compatible with the MOLLE (Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment) system.

FEATURES:
• Manufactured from 600 denier polyester
• Easy, slip-on installation to most factory sun visors
• Utilizes MOLLE modular attachment system
• Black-and-tan color combination popular with overlanding and military enthusiasts
• 4.5” x 9” window for factory visor mirror
• Clear pocket for registration and license
• Attach pens, sunglasses, tools, small flashlights or mini repair kits
• Adjustable straps can be pulled out and reconfigured to fit larger items, such as phones
• Visor cover only - accessories not included